Submission of Corrections
Guidelines

1. You may submit corrections to me for any problem or problems which you wish to have graded for additional credit.

2. The corrections should be submitted on separate paper.

3. If your in-class exam was Exam II, Form A, then
   the corrections which you submit to me should come from Exam II-A-Makeup.

   If your in-class exam was Exam II, Form B, then
   the corrections which you submit to me should come from Exam II-B-Makeup.

4. If you submit corrections for any problem, then the corrections must work the entire problem (from the makeup exam).

5. The corrections are worth up to 50% of the missed credit.

6. The corrections are due back to me by \textbf{Monday, Jul 28} at the start of class (in class).

7. You do not need to return the original exam to me.